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Celebrating 25 years of service to the Long Term Care Community

Wishing all of our
customers, clients,
friends and
associates the
happiest and
healthiest holiday
season ever.

This Month’s Words of wisdom…

"Some people are too tired to give you a smile. Give them one of yours, as none needs a
smile so much as he who has no more to give." Author Unknown,
Who is this month’s Guest Greenie? November featured Slimer
Read more at http://www.wow4u.com/smiles/index.html#BuLSSfh7WCYR4JV4.99
Read more at http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/topics/topic_wisdom.html#Qxu1Ev8KOLdIyAZ3.99
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Nurses Christmas
T'was the night before christmas, and all thru the floor
lasix was given, filling foleys galore.
stockings were worn to prevent emboli,
they came in two sizes, knee and thigh high.
the patients were nestled half-a$$ed in their beds,
while visions of stool softeners danced in their heads.
we in our scrubs, and they in their gowns,
our fashions created to hide extra pounds.
when down in the ER it became such a zoo
they called with admissions for me and for you.
they're coming, they're going, and they're all looking the same. my patience for patients is starting to wane.
now call bells are ringing, the patient 400 pounds,
says-"didnt get my pericare, please send my nurse down."
and now delegation seems to be the best plan,
we try to send others, to the needs of this man.
when what to my wondering eyes should appear,
but santa himself and 8 tiny reindeer.
he says that he comes from central supply
to bring us irrigation,normal saline, & d5.
the doctors then scribbled what no one could read,
orders on patients, to measure their pee.
we try to decipher illegible words,
orders for patients, to guaiac their turds.
the new shift arriving, our day is now through,
how did stool & emesis get in my shoe?
we give them report and pass on the facts,
and tell them of duoderm lining the cracks.
and the nurses exclaim as they limp out of sight,
"ativan to them all, and to all good night.!!!"

